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About This Game

The coup has finally come!

After the disastrous rule of the previous Emperor, the Imperial army have placed you, a distant relative with no training, on the
throne. With rebellions, religious insurgency, widespread famine, and a rapidly dwindling treasury, time is not on your side.

Over the course of one year you must decide how best to spend your time, training your skills to enable you to make the right
decisions to restore the once great Empire of the Setting Sun to its former glory, or condemn it and you to the dustbin of history.

In this Imperial Simulator/RPG/Visual Novel you can:

•Play as one of Two Major Characters with sometimes dramatic variations in story for each
•Make choices that have more than just a binary good/evil effect on the story

•Explore the Deserts of Maraiyum to Uncover Secrets that Alter the Plot
•Die over and over again
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•Receive one of nearly 100 titles characterizing the success (or lack thereof) of your regime.
•Discover over 118 Endings, some available only with your death…

•Unlock costumes, actions, and locations available for future replays.
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maraiyum rise of the setting sun walkthrough. maraiyum rise of the setting sun

I was really enjoying this. But whatever you do, do not waste your 5 bucks on this. Buy a cheeseburger instead.

It crashes once you complete the sock in the first scene.. Where do I start. I agree with other reviews saying it is a challenging
game, mostly to the point where i was starting to get frustrated. But to be honest, once I started to learn how to do the most
damage, figure out what i can \/ can't do, it started to become a game that I am enjoying. I think the price is exceptional for
what you get to play. Some of the bosses I did have to grind to figure out their rotation. Be aware that the "levels" are you just
fighting a boss, and if your stuck \/ having trouble on one boss, you can always go to another "level" and come back later. So
yes, I am enjoying the game so far ( just get past the "learning how to do things" and you will enjoy it to). Last note - skip the
first boss, come back to him later.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=hSGWl4et7XI. this game is a p funny parody of a particular NES subgenre, namely really
bad platformers based on popular films (see the beetlejuice NES game, for example, though pretty much every NES game based
on a film was pretty bad and often unplayable tbh) - a phenomenon you might be familiar with if not through personal
experience then by having watched the angry video game nerd or a similar reviewer. the big difference between the games
MANOS: the hands of fate parodies and the game itself is that MANOS is actually playable, while maintaining the feel if a
glitchy weird♥♥♥♥♥platformer based on an intellectual property that really shouldn't be a platformer at all, and maintaining a
believable NES aesthetic (compared to, say, shovel knight, a game that would've never been released for the NES). while many
of the challenges presented to you by the game might feel insurmountable if you just run into them, it's all really just about
observing patterns. this is kind of like what those ♥♥♥♥♥♥ NES games wanted to be, i guess? definitely worth the purchase if
you enjoy NES homages - it's also the first game i've run across that's paying homage to the part of the 8 bit era people would
rather forget, which i think is kind of funny.. The finale to a great game. A little bit of Aliens movie and the packet is sealed. If
you played the previous two definitely grab this one too!. I thought for sure I would disagree with the negative reviews on this
game, but sadly, I agree with them. It is not much of a game at all. It feels like it was just thrown together without any real story
or gameplay. I think it had potential to be good, but it is not worth the time nor the money. By the way, I finished this game in
like 10 minutes. Not cool for the price.. wow another dud gamewise. Lags non stop and it takes ages to even move. This and
No.3 are not worth all the frustration to try and play . Heres Hoping No 5 is as good as 1 + 2.. This is a very moder great looking
fast tilting train you dont need to know more this is great!. Got super excited about this game. Went into game, bought a tomato
seed. Item description under construction. Tried to open my map, game crashed. Seems like it could be a sweet follow up to
challenger, but in its current state, do NOT buy this. I will change my review if they fix the game and I eagerly await an update.
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TLDR at bottom if you just want the bullet points.

The following is my impressions of the game after about 3 hours of gameplay. I would really suggest you try the demo. If you
do enjoy it, the rest of the game is more of the same. The graphics aren't mind blowing, but I find them to be really charming,
and it kind of feels like a throwback. The gameplay is very basic and straight forward, kill things to get exp and gear to make
your numbers bigger, so you can kill bigger things and get more bigger numbers to fight even more bigger things.The quests are
basic kill\/fetch quests and it's basically a grindfest. The English in the game isn't perfect and will make you crindge if you're a
grammar nazi or intolerant of poor English.

By pretty much all standards this game is bad. It's got the addictiveness of a clicker in that you are basically doing nothing, but
seeing your numbers get bigger is fun; The narrative is weak (if there is one, feels like every quest is just side missions), all
items are just "whites", your next chest piece will have more armor, and your next sword more damage, but that is all they're
good for and there is no visual difference; sections of the game are poorly balanced and frustrating (around level 13 you have to
go through a room of level 2 spiders, but there are so many that if they get off a volley of venom you get one shot unless you're
drastically over geared, boss that spawns adds continued to spawn adds after death, etc.); spells feel uninspired, and so far seem
to be featuring "enchanted" melee attacks and various bolts (fire bolt\/lightning bolt\/etc.); and lots of interface issues (you can't
hotkey potions, all of the interfaces such as your bag, character screen, etc. can only be closed by clicking the X and can only be
opened by physically clicking on them).

Despite all this I just find the game damn charming and nostalgic. I'm not sure if that is what the developer was going for, but it
truly feels like something I would have been playing as a kid about 15-16 years ago and has the same sort of issues as games of
that time. Definitely not a game for everyone, but if a pointless grindfest sound like fun, you like clicker-esque games that are
just all about getting bigger numbers, or you just want to remember how far games have come... Try the demo, it's a good
representation of the whole.

TLDR: The game is bad, but bad in a way that I think it has an audience. Ultimately, if you think this might appeal to you play
the demo. Don't even finish it. If you don't like the game in the first 5 minutes, you're not going to like it.

The Bad: Rehashes age old bad design decisions, bugs, imbalance, uninspired combat\\loot, interface, grindfest, graphics, poor
English, Comic Sans.

The Good: Rehashes age old bad design decisions, bugs, imbalance, uninspired combat\\loot, interface, grindfest, graphics, poor
English, Comic Sans.. Oddly fun to play, however music and commentary can get annoying so just play your own music and
mute the game.

Also does lack some kind of reward other than trying to get all the letters but is still rather fun and entertaining.. I love this
game! I play it on the PS4 a lot more than I should, honestly! It's a great game for those looking for a big open battlefield! 7\/10,
would play again.. The interface is very friendly, allows you to create multitude of variations and the possibility to layout your
own cards with a few clicks. It's just the app I was looking for.

100% recommendable.. It's pretty much nothing else than some nice looking premade buildings that look nice but really are
there to just look good. There are no ways you could make custom buildings and the like. I'd say avoid it.. u change floors. What
a waste of time and gaming effort. Starting tools do not last through the first craft so you are stuck with no tools and no item and
no way to make a new tool. try to build a fire with your starting items and your item (most likely the stick) will wear out before
you get a fire so you have to make a new one which uses up your sharpened stone knife, Funny how a small wooden rod just
destroys a piece of stone. s there you are you finally get a fire built but you had to use up your sharpened stone and alas there is
no way on this planet to get another, or even find a piece of broken rock with a sharp edge. There is an elusive, mysterious and
magical item in the game called a billet that is needed to make any sharpened stone or bone tool, problem is you cannot find
one. it is probably crafted in a forge of some type so forget about crafting one folks. Would figure the designer would have at
least made it possible to keep playing but after over an hour of looking for one I gave up. Tried several different combinations
of charachter equipment and abilities and all ended up at the same result, no tools to do anything with and character left with no
tools to scavange for food and water, what fun!!!!. This is a 4-player local arena battle. Pick players, pick map and battle it out.
The game UI assumes you are using gamepads (but it's very playable with mouse\/keyboard as well, and it has a very good "pass
the controller" scheme as well, so up to 4 players on 1-4 controllers).
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For me the most lacking points are:

No cooperative play.
No campaign or story.
No progression.

I bought into this after skimming through the description, images and keywords: strategy, splitscreen, simultaneous turn based
combat. Somehow I created an image in my head that involves cooperative play, even though there is nothing that even hints of
such. Needless to say: this game was not at all what I was looking for.

I could see how this game might be fun with a bunch of competitive friends or as a party\/drinking game. Obviously I didn't do
my research here and that's on me, which makes me feel bad about the thumbs down, but I still think the game is lacking in
features. if there were to be any changes in any of the mentioned points then I would be happy to reconsider!. WOW, easily the
best 2 pack ive ever bought.. great price and even better game, simple yet deceptively complex. A solid campaign with tons of
unloackable upgrades. When I post d about addtional multiplayer modes in the future, they responded quickly and positively.
We picked up x2 twin packs and have been playing it head to head and switching opponents between the four of us. I am hereby
recomending this game to all my friends. I will also be checking out other games made by these Devs. the gameplay reminds us
all of Swords & Soilders, which has been one of our favorites since we got in the Wii like 5 years ago. When we saw that game
on Steam we picked it up and enjoy the online multiplayer modes in both of these games. REAL online multiplayer done right...
we look forward to buying any DLC for this title the moment it is available. Also we hope they add 2vs2 multiplayer ASAP.
Swords & Soilders sadly never did. Bravo Devs! Battlepillars Gold Edition ROCKS!
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